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first stage, the point estimated values obtained from OLS is
considered as prior information for Bayesian and in next
stage, these parameters are used as random variable for
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and obtained the final
values in terms of distributions for probabilistic forecast.
Finally, forecasting the next day demand is in terms of
mean, median and 60 percentile values. More specifically,
based on literature- forecasting models are classified in three
categories-

Abstract— The accuracy of short term electricity demand
forecasting is essential for operation and trading activities on
energy market. This paper considers a parsimonious
forecasting model to explain the importance of sophisticated
weather parameters for hourly electricity demand forecasting.
Temperature is the major factor that directly influence
electricity demand, but what about the affect of other weather
factors such as relative humidity, wind speed etc. on short term
electricity demand forecasting, is the prime research question
and this paper analyzed it quantitatively. We demonstrate
three different multiple linear models including auto-regressive
moving average ARMA (2,6) models with and without some
exogenous weather variables to compare with performance for
Hokkaido Prefecture, Japan. Since, Bayesian approach is used
to estimate the weight of each variables with Gibbs sampling, it
generates the weight of coefficients in terms of distribution as
our interest. The performance of each models for complete one
year out sample prediction shows that the average
improvement of hourly forecast by 1 to 2 % can be achieve by
including such weather factors.

 Single equation time series model: such kind of model
are based on strong seasonal patterns and provides the
information based on historical demand pattern [2, 3] .
 Semi/non-parametric method: emphasize non-linearity
of demand [4, 5] .
 Multiple equation time series model: these models got
high attention during latest papers followed by Peirson
and Henely [6], Ramanathan et al. [7], and papers [8,
9, 10, 11, 12] where each period is treated as a separate
forecasting problem with its own equation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

short term load forecasting is important and
crucial because electricity distribution grid requires
proper balancing between electricity supply from
production Company and consumption at every instant. This
electricity load if not balance, it affects the system with
unnecessary blackouts or load shedding and huge loss of
revenue for utility companies. So, proper forecasting helps
to maintain secure power system, avoids blackout risk and
provides adequate electricity supply. Short term electricity
demand forecasting is important for all stakeholder of
electricity- such as market operator, electricity generators,
electricity retailers and ultimately for general people. For
market operator, forecasting is crucial for scheduling and
dispatch of generators capacity. For electricity generators,
strategic choice involved in bidding and re-bidding of
capacity depends on demand forecast [1]. For, electricity
retailer, demand forecasting affects the decisions about the
balance between hedging spot acquisition of electricity, and
finally these actions help for general people consistent
energy supplies without black out and possibly minimum
cost. Therefore modeling and forecasting of electricity load
for short horizon is alarming issue today. Various authors
construct their own model and estimation process for better
performance. Among various approaches for predicting
future data, we can generalize into two types of estimates. i)
point estimate- single valued forecast, and ii) probabilistic
estimate- where each parameters are treated as random
variable and several possible values for the future demand is
predicted. The main advantage of probabilistic forecast is
that it contains additional information in terms of
uncertainty. This paper employs two stage for estimation. In
CCURATE

Many authors built univariate time series model without any
exogenous variables. For example, Taylor [2] employed a
double seasonal exponential smoothing for half hour data to
predict with mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 1.25
to 2 %. Only historical demand may not sufficiently
addressed the cause of effect on demand because
temperature variation is also an important factor that directly
influenced electricity demand. Harvey and Koopman [13]
used a time series model with temperature to get
performance up to 3 %. Satish et al. [14] studied the effect
of temperature with 20 training patterns and compared the
results with univariate model having no other exogenous
variables except demand data. Results showed that the
performance was improved up to 55 % by including
temperature variable. Satish et al. [14] also mentioned that
the implementation of additional sophisticated weather
variables such as precipitation, wind speed, humidity and
cloud cover should yield even better results. However, their
individual affects were not discussed which is our concern.
Friedrich L. et al. [11] investigate the results for Abu Dhabi
city electricity load using multiple weather variable for 24
hour to 48 hour prediction horizon and got very promising
result of 1.5 % MAPE for 24-hour and 48-hour horizon.
To develop a mathematical model several factors that
directly or indirectly influence on electricity demand have to
take in account. For example- weather, calendar, and
historical demand data. Impact of weather variables on
electric power demand in England, Australia, Jordan and
many more regions are found in literature, but mostly
focused on effects of temperature. Failure of power supply
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in 1995 was due to the excessive demand of electricity in
Malaysia because of excessive temperature increment. Such
increment of demand is also possible if the temperature
lowers by extreme. Countries having cold regions have the
peak demand during winter and summer are usually lower
compared to the peak demands of winter. This indicates that
human activities during winter season is higher. Various
weather variables can be considered for demand forecasting:
temperature and humidity are the most commonly used, but
wind, radiation and cloud cover are often excluded. The
affect of meteorological factors such as temperature,
humidity, solar radiation, precipitation, and wind speed
varies according to the season and hence varies electricity
demand significantly. However, most of the paper exclude
other factors and include only temperature for their analysis.

error (MAPE) of 1.25 to 2 %. However, only historical
demand data set may not sufficiently address the cause of
effect on demand because temperature variation is also an
important factor that directly influence electricity demand.
After 2003, climate change significantly affect the variation
on demand such as modification of annual daily load curve,
shifting of the peak demand occurrence from evening to
morning in Jordan [18]. In Europe, extremely high
temperatures during summer of 2003 was created
significantly greater electricity demand. Therefore, it is
worth to specifically examine the influence of each
meteorological parameters for electricity demand.
Some multivariate weather parameters such as, temperature,
precipitation, wind speed, cloud cover, humidity are
employed for modeling electricity consumption load [8][10].
They also mentioned that the use of additional weather
variables such as precipitation, wind speed, humidity and
cloud coverage should yield even better results. That means
the performance is improved and consistent nature with 20
training patterns and compare the results with univariate
model having no other due to such meteorological variables.
Friedrich L. et al. [11] investigate the results for Abu Dhabi
city electricity load using multiple weather variable for 24
hour to 48 hour prediction horizon and got very promising
result of 1.5 % MAPE for 24-hour and 48-hour horizon.
Apadula et al. [19] analyze weather, and calendar variables
effects on monthly electricity demand using MLR model for
Italy. Including good meteorological variable estimates
highly improve monthly demand forecast with MAPE
around 1.3 %. However, they haven’t analyzed the
performance
including
and
excluding
individual
meteorological parameters.

So far we didn’t get the quantitative comparison such as
what is the improvement of performance if we include the
weather variables. The weather variables we discussed here
are wind speed, humidity, cloud coverage, precipitation.
Therefore, this is our interest to analyze the effect of these
variables quantitatively.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In literature, several models are discussed and pay attention
having better performance. Electricity demand in Japan has
strong time correlation with lagged dependent variable such
as Ohtsuka Y. et al. [3], therefore there are several papers
that relate with ARMA time series structure. Ohtsuka Y. [3],
proposed univariate ARMA with Bayesian estimation
procedures and got good performance. Moreover, ARIMA
process can perform good forecasting for non-stationary
mean by a differencing process [15] and was the most
popular model for forecasting. [10] presented a model for
hourly electricity load forecasting state space model based
on stochastically time-varying process which were designed
to account for changes in customer behavior and in utility
production efficiency. Multivariate sophisticated weather
variables such as, temperature, precipitation, wind speed,
cloud cover, humidity are employed for modeling electricity
consumption load in [8,10]. This paper investigates the
individual effects of these weather variables. However,
Talylor et al. [17] uses univariate model that includes only
historical observations of electricity data, but predict well.
But, for the robust and reliable performance, many papers
follow classical approach for short-term forecasting
normally employ regression methods with dummy variables
for example Ramanathan et al. [7], Cancelo et al. [16],
Cottet et al. [8], Soares et al. [9]. Therefore, this paper
follow similar strategy for the construction of multivariate
mathematical model based on including and excluding some
weather parameter with types of day, months, interaction of
temperature with months as a categorical variables.

Another important factor found in literature is day types.
Dordonant et al. [10], Chapagain and Kittipiyakul [12],
forecast the electricity load considering a normal day, and
make adjustments with other dummy variable for treating as
weekend or other special days which is also taken into
account during modeling. But, our intention here in this
paper is to analyse the improvement of performance when
we include such weather variables. So far we are not getting
any quantitative comparison among the weather variables,
such as what is the improvement of performance if we
include meteorological variables for example- wind speed,
humidity, cloud coverage, precipitation. Therefore this is
our interest to analyze it quantitatively.
III.

DESCRIPTION OF DATA

March 25, 1878, Institute of Technology in Toranomon,
Tokyo was the first day of electricity in Japan. By 1951,
nine Electricity utilities - Hokkaido, Tohoku, Tokyo, Chubu,
Hokuriku, Kansai, Chungoku, Shikoku and Kyushu Electric
power Companies with the responsibility of supplying
electricity to each region were established. According to the
populations and industrialization, demand is highest in
Tokyo region, whereas lowest in the Hokkaido region. The
electricity produced in one region is not necessarily for only
that same region, they are connected by overhead and

In literature, many authors develop univariate time series
model without any exogenous variables with competitive
forecasting performance. For example, Taylor [2] employed
a double seasonal exponential smoothing for half hour data
to predict very good result with mean absolute percentage
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undersea transmission line for sharing the power to other
utilities companies, if they face shortages of energy.
However, the Okinawa electric company supplies,
established as the tenth utilities company at Okinawa
Prefecture and is not connected to other companies.
In this paper, we have played with the hourly electricity
demand data from Jan 1, 2013 through December 31, 2015
for Hokkaido Prefecture downloaded from official web-page
of Hokkaido Electric Power Company (HEPCO) which is
freely available. These 3 years of hourly electricity demand
data consist 26280 samples without any missing data.
Metrological dataset also available free but in limited access
on public webpage of Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA).
Some missing data for meteorological data are filled up with
simple interpolation. Since, JMA has many stations within
Hokkaido Prefecture, we are limited to the data of Sapporo
station, a highly populated and commercial city of Hokkaido
region.

Fig.2. Day type variation of electricity demand
IV.

FORECASTING HORIZON

In forecast literature, we find the range of models and
methods for generating forecast values. There is no
consensus in the literature as to what the thresholds should
actually be, but based on their overall time horizon in
literature that we found, four kind of forecasting horizons
are popularly used Very short-term forecasts: minutes to one hour ahead
for observation of instant fluctuation of demand
 Short-term forecasts: hours to one week ahead
ensuring for system stability
 Medium-term forecasts: one week to six months ahead
for maintenance scheduling

Fig.1. Trend of demand pattern: Historical observation ( 10 MW)

 Long-term forecasts: six months to ten years ahead for
capital planning

Figure 1 demonstrates how the annual average electricity
demand for each months varies hour-wise. Yellow color in
contour map indicates the maximum demands upto
4800MW during morning (approx. 4 to 6 AM) and evening
(approx 6 to 7 PM) at winter season, specially in January.
Since, Hokkaido Prefecture suffers from very cold climate
during winter season with temperature -20 ◦C, and use of
heating appliances for house, office are excessive for
warming purpose. The next reason of high demand at the
morning time is due to its price which is relatively cheaper
during off hours and automatic appliances set to be get on
during off period. The lowest demand on the similar time
period are found in summer season, specially May to
September. This is exactly the opposite affect of winter and
exhibits seasonal variation.

The generalized block diagram of forecasting methods in
figure 3, can be consider a simple forecasting system that we
follow in this paper. Based on our model formulation,
historical demand, calendar and weather variables are
consider as the input and parameters are estimated using two
different estimation approach- first using ordinary least
square (OLS) and refined it with Bayesian approach.

Fig.3. Generalized block for electricity demand forecasting

More specific explanation of electricity demand throughout
24 hours of the day is illustrate in figure 2, based on types of
day. During weekdays, there is high demand of electricity
due to industrial and official works where as during
weekends only household electricity demand cause high
variations of demand during weekdays, weekends and
public holidays. Therefore, day type should be treated
carefully during modeling. Various peaks of demand can be
observed at morning, day and evening time period.
However, day type doesn’t have any effect for demand
pattern, and looks similar pattern.

Most of the electricity demand forecasting methods are
dedicated to short-term (hours to a few days ahead)
forecasting but not as much for the long-term or
intermediate terms forecasting [20]. This may be the due to
the research challenge because of high variation of intraday
uncertainty of demand profile for short term prediction
compared to other horizon. In this paper we compare the
forecasting results based on an hour ahead prediction
between three models named as model A, B, and C. These
models A, B, and C are discussed and developed in next two
sub sections.
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A.

Statistical Model

term with some order of lag data. We use some special

In this paper, we develop multiple linear regression (MLR)
model with autoregressive AR(2) inspired by the seminal
paper of Ramanathan et al. [7] who developed multiple
regression model with separate equations for each hour of
the day. Since, sampling of the data is observed every hour,
there are N=24 samples in a day. We estimate the demand
for the first hour of the day with one equation and the
second for the second half hour of the day from next
equation and so on. Therefore, we need24 individual
equations for the complete prediction of demand in one day.

technique to select the appropriate order of
(5)
and,

mean functions,

Deterministic variable refers predictable variables such as
days of week, months, and years. From historical demand
analysis, some sort of similar pattern can be noticed for
daily and weekly demand profile as shown in figure 1 or 2
for example- daily pattern shows the higher demand during
the business week (Monday to Friday) than that of weekend
(Saturday and Sunday) or public holidays. Various kind of
events have influence on demand such as public holiday,
day before holiday, day after holiday, long holidays, bridge
holidays. For consistent variables such as days and months,
we use dummies on some reference. For example- For the
case of all days of week, we can consider Saturday as
reference dummy so that other days can be compare with
respect to that day. Procedure holds same for months
dummies and seasons dummies. And the model

, separately. As an example, the mean function

is modeled with 25 variables

(1)
(2)
for

where

at hour

and

is the regression mean function

is the random residual demand with zero

mean as eq. 2. The mean function
periods and we need to estimate the

for a particular hour

varies over intraday

with consistant term

is

.

(3)
where
and selection of variable plays
the important role to improve performance and selection of
covariates determines the types of models. So, we develop
three different model based on selection of variables to
develop Multiple linear regression models.


Model A: includes all meteorological parameters
such as temperature, humidity, rainfall, snowfall,
radiation, and wind speed



Model B: model B is created by removing daily and
hourly variables of humidity, rainfall, snowfall, solar
radiation, and wind speed.



Model C: Model C is created by removing some low
weight covariate from model B.

(6)
Generally, the coefficient on the weekday dummies are
expected to be greater than the coefficient on weekend
dummy and also based on reference day. For example, our
model is referenced on Saturday as a base level. That means
Sunday and Monday should have higher deviation on their
weight because of huge demand deviation. Similar effects
should be on months dummies that means there should be
some deviation on weights between winter and summer
months.
Meteorological effects is the another factor that determines
the demand of electricity. Although, in paper [2] Taylor
implemented a weather-based regression approach and
found that it did not show any significant effect on very
short-term load forecasting, but worked well for hours ahead
prediction. Temperature parameter in various form such as

Covariates for model A, B, and C can be written in column
vector form and we formulate it in prototype formulation
sub-section.
B.

Prototype Formulation

General model for hourly demand is developed as,

, minimum and maximum
temperature, mid-night moving average daily and hourly
temperature deviation, temperature interaction with months
are the factors we consider here. Some pre-processing of
temperature is done finding some correlation between
temperature
and
demand,
which
implies
that

(4)
where

indicates the hour of the day, and

daily observations and

indicates the

as the reference point where there is no

contains the correlated error
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effect of temperature for demand. Therefore, effective
temperature is:

We conduct Ljung-Box Q-test after analysing the pattern of
residuals. Patterns shows that residuals are not random but
exhibits some correlations with previous hour error and
previous day error. We perform BIC test here and

(7)
Now, we include some other meteorological variables such
as relative humidity, wind speed, precipitation( rain or
snowfall), solar radiation are also accounted for

implement our model as
V.

formulations. Therefore in
term, there
are 34 (temp related 22 and other meteorological related 12)
variables altogether.

.

PARAMETERS ESTIMATION

Bayesian estimation is used to estimate the parameter

and

of general model equation ?. Bayesian principle,

Similarly for for
, we have to analyze its
pattern of historical demand. Since, auto-regressive (AR)

estimates the posterior distribution for
and
with the
product of prior belief and likelihood function. Prior belief

component captures the pattern of load in hour
for any
given day is a good indication that load will be higher in

is the initial assumption of with some value of variation
and likelihood function is the observational data with some
mean and variance. Since, we consider the prior belief is
normally distributed so that our posterior is also normally
distributed. So,

hour
on the following day(s). More specifically,
demand is strongly linearly correlated with day ahead same
time load and previous hour load and its error term from
previous 6 days. Therefore we have included 7 parameters
for this term.

Where,

In this way, model A is developed substituting all covariates
of these terms in equation 4 which consist altogether 74
variables including 6 correlated variables. This model A
looks like more variables, but still demand continuously
subjected to vary due to random kind of disturbances. For
example, unknown working hours of large steel mills,
shutdown of industrial activities, days with extreme weather
or sudden change in weather are the promising factors that
affect on demand. Although, we are trying to address
extreme weather or sudden weather change by inserting
hourly and daily deviation terms, but unscheduled holidays
(eg- 28 Dec 2014 to 3rd Jan 2015) is still a limitation in our
study.

and,

As our interest is to analyze the effect of other
meteorological factors on the demand forecasting, now we
develop next mode called model B. Where we only exclude
some meteorological variables from model A such as rain,
snow, wind, radiation, humidity, cloud and their interactions
(12 variables). Therefore, model B will consist 56
exogenous variables excluding 6 correlated coefficients, for
prediction of demand.
In a mean time we remove some more variables from model
B, having very low weight on their coefficient. Removing
the variables having low weight, number of covariates now
reduced to 40 excluding 6 correlated coefficients, named
model C and is expressed as,

Fig. 4. General flow diagram for estimation of parameters

From this
and
we draw the number of
samples using Gibbs sampling. These samples are stored
after the burn in stage of Markov chain and discards other
samples. In our algorithm only 1000 samples are saved out
of 5000 samples. So, the series of samples are stored as

The auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) component
represent the appropriate model of cyclicality for off-peak
and peak hours. The
specified as-

representation can be

(8)
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and

In our models, we represent dummy variables Sunday to
Friday assuming Saturday as a base level. The largest
coefficient values are seen to occur on Monday because of
previous day’s demand, which are substantially lower than
Monday demand, is being used to predict Monday forecast

we sample scalar value from inverse Gamma

distribution with degree of freedom and scale parameter

(
). The smallest
coefficient specially during morning time (exactly same
time of sharply increment of demand during weekdays)
significantly decreases to generate lower weekends loads.
Coefficients for different weekdays are found almost similar
patterns indicating similar effects though out 24 hours, but
during morning and night hours, coefficients are negative
indicating decrease of demand than that of day hours
specially evening 18 to 20 hour.

Here, classical regression technique is used for OLS
estimation and hence obtained values are used as the prior
for posterior estimation form Bayesian technique.
VI.

FORECASTING RESULTS

We have used three years of data set upto 2015 through
2012, where complete 2 years (730 days) of moving
windows is used as training dataset to predict the out sample
demand for the year of 2015. The multiple equations
modeled here is estimated for each hour with separate
equations having its own covariants. Therefore, each hour of
the day, they have a different weight of parameter value.

In figure 7, forecasted electricity demand for first week of
January, 2015 is plotted and compared with actual demand.
Since, we have implemented mean, median and 60
percentile forecast from the distribution of predicted data,
which is the beauty of Bayesian estimation. For future
prediction, such information are quite helpful to express
demand prediction in terms of uncertainty. This first week
consists various types of day types such as scheduled public
holiday, unscheduled holidays, weekends and weekdays.
Overall MAPE for this week is 0.82%, but still it is over
estimated on Jan 1, due to non holiday effect of 31 Dec,
under estimated on Jan 5, and 7 due to significant rise of
peak on that day compared with the peaks of previous day.
We have forecast the electricity demand for complete year
2015, with Bayesian approach with MAPE 0.69% and
0.15% variation. We have used, MAPE, and Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE) are widely used for performance
analysis purpose.

Fig. 5. Weight of all the variables as contour plot

Contour plot of figure 5 shows averaged values for whole
year
coefficients for separate hours. Color intensity
indicates the weight of parameter. Positive value
corresponds positive effect on demand prediction where as
negative values helps to reduce the forecasted value. For
example, variables 38-47 (months dummies) cause
increment of demand specially at evening time 16 to 22
hour, where as 67-68 (previous hour demand) have a very
high positive influence though out all 24 hours. Some other
parameters such as 35 through 25 includes day type
dummies with both positive and negative effects on demand
based on hours of the days. To discuss day type dummies in
detail, we have plot the coefficients values in figure 6
below. For- example during morning time, demand has
negative

Fig. 7. Weekly demand variation for the first week of Jan 2015

VII.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The performance is based on the capability of model that
can predict the future value with better accuracy. Various
methods are found in literature for this purpose in which
MAPE, and RMSE are widely used in forecasting papers.
MAPE is the most common measure of forecast error and
considered as best when there are no extremes to the data
because with zeros and near zero values, it provide infinite
high value and vice versa.
(9)

Fig. 6. Hourly analysis of coefficient for week dummies
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RMSE depends on the scale of depend variable because it
accounts the relative measurement with actual value. The
smaller the error, better the forecasting ability of that model.

months. Interestingly, during summer months ( July and
August) both model B and C looks better. One complexity
for prediction during summer season is due to its high
variation of demand. Sudden changes of temperature due to
rainfall or wind speed also cause immediate fluctuations on
demand. But, model B and C are succeed to address such a
variation of demand. This indicates that optimization of
exogenous variable is also necessary to improve
performance. One more key point of this paper is that the
overall an hour ahead forecast performance for all three
models are impressive and better compared with Mandal P.
et al. [21] forecasted for Okinawa Prefecture, Japan.

(10)
The performance of model A is compared with other models
(model B and model C) in figure 8 and 9 on the basis of
each months of the year 2015. Figure 8 compares the
performance between model A (that include all weather
parameters) and model B (that exclude other weather
parameter except temperature). On each month comparision,
model A shows minimum average MAPE except some
summer months. There is high deviation (approx. 0.2%) on
average MAPE during the winter months December and
January for both models A and B, but model A can improve
it by more than 3% on same period. In overall, model A
predict with the performance more than 2% for 6 months.

IX.
[1]

[2]

If model A is compare with model C (figure 9), similar
improvement on average MAPE can be seen throughout a
year, however some of the summer months such as July and
August can be improved with both model B or C.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

Fig 8. Comparision of performances for model A and B

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

Fig 9. Comparision of performances for model A and C

VIII.

CONCLUSIONS

[11]

In this paper we developed three models based on literature
about multiple equation demand forecasting model. During
modeling, we pays particular attention to the weather
variables that effects electricity demand and try to analyze
quantitatively. We have analyzed these models based on
their forecasting performance for complete one year outsample prediction. Since, models were categorized based on
all weather parameter include or not, they have a bit
variation on their performances. More specifically,
comparing with model B and C, model A that include all
available weather parameters can improve the performance
at least by 2% for 6 different months and by 1% for 8

[12]

[13]

[14]
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